
ROASTED DUCK BREAST WITH
FENNEL, ORANGE, AND THYME 
Serves 4

Château Sénéjac 2016
Château Armens Grand Cru 2015
Domain Courdet 2015

Wine is always the answer. Don't worry about the question.

Best paired with:

1 duck breast 

2 bulbs of fennel 

1 large orange

Handful of fresh

thyme

1L dark brown chicken

stock (you can get

this from your local

butcher, or ask for a

bone stock)

150g unsalted butter

(reserve a small

amount to cook the

duck)

15g fresh ginger juice

30g fresh lemon juice 

30g fresh lime juice

30g fresh orange

juice 

12g white sugar

1 bunch of red shiso

to garnish

Sea salt

Fresh ground pepper

Olive oil

EQUIPMENT:

1 medium sauce pot

2 medium sauté pans 

First, prepare the citrus sauce, in a medium saucepot pour in

your sugar, on medium heat allow your sugar to caramelize.

While you do this pull your duck from the cooler to temper.

Once you see all of your sugar caramelized deglaze with all

of the juice but keep some fresh orange juice for the end.

Once the juice has reduced by half add your stock. Bring to a

boil. Allow the stock to reduce by a little more than half, it

should be thick enough to coat the back of a spoon. 

Remove from the heat and whisk in your butter, and at the end

season with salt and more fresh orange juice. Set aside in a

warm place

Prepare the fennel - cut the fennel bulbs into bite size

pieces. 

In a medium sauté pan, heat up a bit of olive oil. Roast your

fennel in the pan until there is color on it and it becomes

fork tender. Season with salt and pepper.

With a knife, peel the orange removing the skin until all you

have is a clean orange intact with no white. Cut out the

segments and place in a bowl

In a medium sauté pan, place the duck skin side down in the

pan cold, turn it up to a medium to high heat allowing the

skin to render and get crispy, once the skin side gets color,

flip it and sear the bottom side. Cook until the internal

temperature is very warm but not hot, then place butter and

thyme in the pan, let cook for 4 minute

Remove the duck from the pan and allow to rest for 10 minutes

and slice, season the open side of each slice with sea salt

On a plate, place fennel and orange in a small pile and season

with olive oil, shiso garnish, and a few small buds of thyme.

Place the sliced duck on the plate and finish with the sauce. 
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